March 9, 2011

To Whom It May Concern:

I have been recruiting physicians to the various hospitals I have worked in for over fifteen years. Last summer, my current rural hospital began using The Medicus Firm. The firm was commissioned to find us an ENT, a Family Practitioner and a General Surgeon who were willing to live in a rural community. Within 9 months all three of these searches have been completed with excellent candidates. The physician candidates were well screened prior to their community visits and two actually signed contracts during their visits.

I would encourage any hospital especially rural hospital’s to consider using The Medicus Firm for your physician recruiting needs. The professionalism, the maturity and the high level of communication made this partnership a real success. The Medicus Firm exceeded my expectations.

Sincerely,

Richard Huth
CEO, Doctor’s Memorial Hospital
(850) 584-0885
Perry, FL